
The Ministry of Grace by TARA BEAGAN

PROP DESIGN REFERENCE



ACT 1



Barn Shovel
Held by Mary in barn. Well worn and dirty 
farm spade. 

Handkerchief
Bridal style - showing wear but great 
care.



Rosary
Held by Mary in barn. Heirloom.

Padlocked Chains
From outside of barn - used and old.



Cain’s Bible
Humble, worn, true. Breast Pocket.

Cain’s Cigarette Case
Used, silver, humble. WWI era - could be 
nickel or tin. might be his father”s.



Cain’s Lighter
Silver zippo. Has history. Could be 
engraved.

Cain’s Cigarettes
No filter or very short filter. Short 
(regular) size. Adapted E-cig. 1 working 
e-cig, one containing “tobacco” for Mary.



Woolen Blanket(s)
p.14 Wrapped around Mary after baptism. 
Colour options above. No shiny trim. 
Several required - minimum 6 please.

Gas Can
p.14 procured from farmer



Orange
p.14 From the farmer down the road - 
small to medium sized naval - running

Crew Tools
p.17 misc for Clem to travel with - 
sledgehammer large, small, pic axe, 
shovel



Rope and Rigging
p.17 quantities of rope and rigging 
around site, positions TBD - for Clem.

Crates
p.17 camp environment - 5-7 crates misc 
sizes - from beer box to small trunk 
scale- may contain rope, tools, canvas



Tent pegs 
p.17 camp dressing in crate(s) - enough 
to stand up in crate - may be handled by 
Clem

Burlap Sacks
p.21 truck comfort - label/logo 
potential- potato, grains, flour - qty. 
8-10 she hangs them in truck for privacy 



Mason Jar of Moonshine
p.26- Clem’s from back home - Saskatoon 
or huckleberry - some fruit in jar 
small/mid sized jar - running prop

Cain’s Flask
p.27 pocket, leather or pewter style



Camp Shovel
p.28- Clem hit in head by Mary - later 
for Cain. Stake style w handle REQUIRES 
FIGHT SAFETY

Cigarette
p.32 Clem’s - behind ear - handrolled, 
practical



Clem’s Matches and Case
p.32 WW2 case with flint

Lamp
p.40 Clem’s as he approaches the truck at 
night. WW2 issue. Practical.



Whiskey and Tumbler
p43 Cain in trailer - classic whiskey - 
clear or brown glass. simple tumbler

Cash Box
p.43 Cain counting in trailer- 
Steelmaster style from the door - silver, 
green or black metal



Cash
p43 Cain counting in trailer (cash 
box)$5’s and $10’s plus change (examples 
are era appropriate - large files 
available

Basin, Kettle, Mirror
p.52 Cain at his trailer - enamelware or 
iron style - somewhat unusual - sits on 
crate - shaving style mirror



Wash Linens
p52 Cain at his trailer. washcloth, 
Towel. White/mint

Wash / Shave Utensils
p.52 for Cain at trailer. Razor, Soap, 
Comb or brush in travel kit - aftershave



Healing Green Liquid
p52 - green plant liquid in same mason 
jar as moonshine

Mary’s Bible
p.53 returned by Cain from the farmer who 
took it. Vintage, very well used and 
loved - MUST HAVE RED BOOKMARK RIBBON



Small Photo from bible
p54 - w inscription on back “Rose and 
Ricky Four and Five, Summer 1948” (this 
is the photo - HD available)

Tin Cups
p.57 Mary and Clem drinking from them on 
truck. Silver or green enamel.



ACT 2



Cain Teacup
p 64- Cain at trailer drinking whiskey 
from teacup / no saucer. Fine china. 
Pref. green / gold.

Flask
p.64 & 69 - 2 required - same or similar 
- from pocket. practical. leather and/or 
pewter



Wedding Band on string
p. 73. Mary’s. Hidden until now. White 
gold/platinum. Hide or cotton string.

Book
p.75 - Clem drops it when emerging from 
under truck. Anne of Green Gables 
original edition.



Tobacco offering
p. 83 - possibly from cigarette or a 
small cloth. running prop.

Pouches of medicines
p.84 - procured from Mary’s purse (purse 
is wardrobe)various textures and colours 
- bags not all same.



Mason Jar
p. 84 - from somewhere in/near truck - 
for medicine prep. medium size old style

Kettle of hot water
p.85 - Clem brings from mess tent. Simple 
aluminium or iron kettle



Towels
p. 85 - from mess hall with kettle - an 
assortment (5)

Needle and Thread
p.85 - from Mary’s bag on wooden spool



Bundle of letters
p. 96 - Mary’s - taken by Cain. Neatly 
tied w jute. maybe 10ish letters. Bundle 
fits in breast pocket. 

Shovel of doom
p.97 - same as the one Mary used in Act 1 
from truck - trench/pole digging style - 
must be safetied.



Roll of Bills
p. 99 - Clem’s savings - in elastic band 
NOTE - should be $5 or $10 bill outside



Corn Broom
ADD - in the truck bed. very used. Clem 
uses it to tidy up.

ADD - on cain’s porch - for water

Dutch Oven / Iron pot



Medicine Satchel
ADD - for her herbs - small-ish authentic 
saddle bag style - one side only


